
Dreieckstäschchen
Instructions No. 1832
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 2 Hours

My little bag has three corners, my little bag has three corners. 

Whether for cosmetics, for small craft utensils, as an emergency bag or for your yarns - these triangular bags are super practical and easy
to store. They fit in every bag or in the glove compartment of your car. Because they are easy to sew, they are also ideal for beginners. So
get started right away, the bags are also perfect for using up small scraps of fabric and are great as souvenirs.

Print out the free Pattern one and place the pattern on the fabric. Cut it with about 1 cm seam allowance. Cut two pieces of fabric - an outer fabric and a lining
fabric (in our example a plain fabric). Optionally, you can also cut a fleece to give the bag more support. Then iron this onto the left side of your lining. 

Place your lining and outer fabric right sides together (the beautiful sides are on the inside) flush with each other and place the zipper on the short side, with
the slider facing down, in between. Stitch along the teeth with the zipper foot. Your three parts are now sewn together. 

Repeat the procedure on the opposite side as well. The zipper is again flush between the outer fabric and the lining as described above 

Now fold the bag so that the zipper is in the middle. Sew the short side together on the side of the closed zipper. Then you can shorten the zipper and trim the
edge with a zigzag stitch 

Now you put the bag into a triangle and sew the still open side together. Again, shorten the zipper and trim the edge with a zigzag stitch. Finally turn the bag,
sew on the label and your unique piece is ready!

Article number Article name Qty
398268-01 VBS Endless zipper set, incl. 10 zips, 5 mWhite 1
398268-02 VBS Endless zipper set, incl. 10 zips, 5 mBlack 1
393591 VBS Label "Handmade", 100 pieces 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/cotton-fabric-womby-blue-a221078/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/vbs-endless-zipper-set-incl-10-zips-5-m-a200574/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/vbs-label-handmade-100-pieces-a142380/


394314 Fiskars fabric scissors Amplify RazorEdge 1
347556 KREUL Disappearing ink pen 1
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